Speaking of eating

The age of discovery
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n Bolivia, they still
tell the story of
the greedy fox
who persuaded
a condor to fly him to
heaven so he could feast on
the delicious foods that didn’t
exist on earth. Having eaten his fill,
he began to descend a rope back to
earth when a flock of parrots flew by.
The cheeky fox jeered at the parrots
who eventually retaliated by cutting
the rope, leaving him tumbling to
earth, where the seeds of all he’d
eaten burst out and scattered across
the land. This legend is just one of many
ways the miraculous diversity of food
across the globe has been explained.
But there is another story, about a far
greater raid, that began when Christopher
Columbus discovered the New World in
1492. It set in motion a clash of cultures
that would disperse untold riches around
the world. The colonisation of the Americas
devastated civilisations and ecosystems,
and it changed the way we eat for good.
The Iberian conquistadors who followed
Columbus in the 16th century sparked

a biological transfer coined by historians as
the ‘Columbian exchange’. Without it, Italy
would have no tomatoes, Russia no potatoes,
India no chillies and Africa no maize. One
discovery, however, startled the explorers
more than any other, becoming valued
almost as highly as gold. When Hernán
Cortés and his band of Spanish pirates met
the great leader of the Aztecs, Montezuma
II, in 1519, they were treated to a banquet.
Amid the magnificent dishes of tamales,
wild fowl, maize cakes and perhaps even
human flesh, the Aztec king drank frothy
cacao from cups of pure gold. Coarse and
dull, it was unlike the chocolate we know
today, having been ground to a paste and
mixed with water, corn masa and various
flavourings. Back home, this sacred drink,
combined instead with milk and sweetened
with sugar, caught the attention of European
society, and the rest, as they say, is history.
The less glamorous potato took slightly
longer to catch on. Of the myriad species

originating in the high plateau of Peru,
Bolivia and northern Chile, only one
was able to weather the shift to Europe:
Solanum tuberosum. Old World reaction
initially ranged from contempt and fear
to belief it was an aphrodisiac, but by
the 18th century, Marie Antoinette was
promoting its virtues by wearing potato
flowers in her hair, while Catherine the
Great’s government actively encouraged
cultivation in Russia. The potato’s ability
to nourish populations on very little land
made it a force to be reckoned with.
Maize, pineapples, peanuts, avocados,
vanilla and cassava were among the
conquistadors’ new discoveries, but
only one type of meat captured their
imaginations. The large and rather ugly
turkey arrived in 1526 from an area that
had recently been christened New Spain
(today’s Mexico and Central America),
where it was highly prized by the Aztecs.
The King of Spain ordered that every

‘This clash of cultures would disperse
untold riches around the world’
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Anna-Marie Julyan explores how the 16th-century Spanish and
Portuguese conquistadors unleashed a new culinary world
returning conquistador ship should bring
back ten turkeys – five male and five female
– and this fat, juicy bird soon came to grace
the tables of European royalty.
Many varieties of beans also started
trickling back across the Atlantic: black,
kidney, cannellini and lima. This rich
inheritance joined Europe’s one indigenous
variety – the broad bean. Beans, maize and
squash were the cornerstone of the Indians’
diet but the Spanish were keen to import
their own holy trinity of bread, wine and
olive oil – how else to effectively convert
all the natives to Christianity? As Maricel
E Presilla says in her brilliant book Gran
Cocina Latina, ‘Along with the staples
of the Old World [the conquistadors
brought] the collective memory of the
Iberian kitchen and the promise that the
New World would be transformed not just
by the force of the sword but also by the
flavours and aromas of the cooking pot.’
Indians from the Taíno and Aztec to Inca
and Warao all ate a plant-based diet with
very little meat. Until the Spanish arrived,
there was nothing in the Americas that
compared to Old World livestock. The
Indians were soon overwhelmed. Freed

from the damp, dark holds of the ships,
pigs quickly went native, dispensing of
their swineherds and running amok in the
rich, fertile lands of Brazil, Mexico and
wherever the Spanish or Portuguese settled.
The vast cattle ranches of the South
American Pampas, northern Mexico and
southern Texas stemmed from just a few
Spanish and European cattle. They were
first brought to Mexico for breeding in 1521
and grew into huge herds, whose hides and
meat made rich men of the first colonisers
to claim them. Old World imports of dairy,
coffee and sugar cane later formed a new
holy trinity, combined into that Latin
American staple, the café con leche.
Less welcome were the European
maladies, such as smallpox and dysentery.
Even in 1699 a German missionary noted
that ‘the Indians die so easily that the bare
look and smell of a Spaniard causes them
to give up the ghost’. It helps explain why
small bands of men were able to overcome
thousands of Indian warriors organised in
highly militaristic societies such as those in
the Andean highlands and Mexico.
African slaves brought by the Iberians to
replace the vastly reduced native populations

then imported their own culture and
cooking techniques. The ensuing fusion
of native, Iberian and African cultures
melded itself into a common Latin
American cuisine: the cocina criolla
– criollo meaning ‘of this land’.
The pigs – by then ubiquitous – provided
lard, which became the fat for tamales
(cornmeal parcels) in the Yucatan and
moles (sauces) in Puebla and Oaxaca, while
slaves turned to it in the absence of palm
oil. The famous Latin American dish of red
rice and beans combined Old World rice,
New World beans, the African practice of
mixing rice and legumes and the Iberian
foundation of a sofrito. Mexican moles were
the marriage of two cuisines that focused
on intricate flavours – Aztec and medieval
Spanish. And while South American
empanadas are made with wheat, corn,
yucca or plantain flour, the word and dish
come from the Spanish empanar, meaning
to wrap or coat in bread. These are just
a few of the hybrids that sprang up.
The extraordinary confluence of food
culture that began in 1492 left a legacy that
continues to be played out on dinner tables
across the world today.
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